MEMORANDUM
Date:

October 11, 2022

To:

Truckee Meadows Stormwater Permit Coordinating Committee

From:

Debra Lemke, Scott Kobs, and Sarah Davenport, NCE

Subject:

2022 Jones Creek Callahan Ranch Road, Washoe County
Project Reach Assessment Memorandum

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Beginning in 2003, watershed assessments have been performed along tributaries of the
Truckee River throughout the Truckee Meadows. In 2008 tributaries were divided into
upper, middle, and lower reaches. Middle reaches were typically located on alluvial fans,
with the upper reaches located above the alluvial fan, and lower reaches located within
urbanized areas on or below the alluvial fan. In 2022, based on previously conducted
tributary assessments, subsections of the tributary reaches were identified for potential
tributary projects. Field data, field observations, and preliminary recommendations for
restoration and improvements along Jones Creek within the project reach between Callahan
Ranch Road to Galena Creek (Appendix A, Figure 1) are presented in this technical
memorandum.
This tributary project was selected based on a review of the 2020 Watershed Management
and Protection Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River (2020 Plan) (NCE, 2020) Tributary
Project list; this project list was developed in coordination with the Truckee Meadows
Stormwater Permit Coordinating Committee as potential projects that may be submitted for
319(h) funding (Appendix B, Project Count #12). In addition, Jones Creek has been
assessed under previous watershed assessments for tributaries of the Truckee River. The
previously completed tributary assessment noted severe channel incision, bank erosion, lack
of riparian vegetation, and noxious weeds within the 2022 project reach. These observations
matched conditions identified in 2022. Table 1 summarizes the Proper Functioning
Condition (PFC) rating for the 2015 Jones Creek lower reach and the 2022 Jones Creek
project reach assessments.
Table 1. PFC Summary
Assessment Year

Jones Creek Lower Reach

2015
2022

Non-Functional

Note: Jones Creek project reach is fully contained within the Jones Creek lower reach

Jones Creek Project Reach
Non-Functional
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BACKGROUND
Beginning in 2003, watershed assessments have been performed along tributaries of the
Truckee River throughout the Truckee Meadows. The tributary assessments were prepared
using the PFC methodology presented in the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Land
Management document titled Riparian Area Management, A User Guide to Assessing Proper
Functioning Condition and the Supporting Science for Lotic Areas (BLM, 1998). This
methodology evaluates hydrology, vegetation, erosion, and/or deposition to determine the
functional rating of the evaluated reach. Tributaries were divided into established reaches
and have been assessed on a rotating basis since 2003.
The project reach for the 2022 effort represents a 1,700-foot section of the larger 3,925foot Jones Creek lower reach (Appendix A, Figure 1). The Jones Creek lower reach was
last assessed in 2015 and was given a PFC rating of non-functional (Watershed Assessment
for Tributaries to the Truckee River 2015 Final Report, CDM Smith, 2016). The lower reach
includes the following previously documented issues within the 2022 project reach
(Appendix A, Figure 2):
•
•

•
•

The channel downstream of Callahan Ranch Road to the confluence with Galena
Creek is incised between 5 to 6 feet
Significant bank cutting has been observed throughout the creek, where slopes are
unprotected. In unprotected areas, steep banks are eroding and there is widening of
the channel and floodplain
The channel alignment, banks, and floodplain are moderately weedy
There is noxious weed presence of knapweed (Centaurea spp.), curly dock (Rumex
crispus), tall whitetop (Lepidium latifolium), and thistle

The 2022 project reach was selected due to the documented channel incision and the presence
of noxious weeds.
Jones Creek is not on the 303(d) list of impaired waters.
2022 PROJECT REACH ASSESSMENT
Jones Creek was only observed from Callahan Ranch Road because access was not secured
with the private landowners and the project reach is fully on private property. In total, there
are three private parcels located on the south side of Jones Creek and nine private parcels
on the north side. Due to limited access, PFC was not conducted for the 2022 project reach.
Representative photographs were taken, and observation points were recorded from
Callahan Ranch Road.
The project reach assessment was conducted on March 22, 2022. Overall, the project reach
remains nonfunctional as previously documented issues persist. Downstream of Callahan
Ranch Road the channel banks remain near vertical, between 5 to 7 feet high. The severely
incised channel remains disconnected from the historic floodplain.
Upstream of Callahan Ranch Road the channel runs parallel to the road in a straightened
channel before flowing into two culverts under Callahan Ranch Road. The channel runs
perpendicular to the culvert crossings. A 36-inch by 54-inch corrugated metal pipe (CMP)
arch conveys low flows, and a secondary 36-inch diameter concrete pipe conveys high
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flows. The inverts of the 36-inch pipe are set above the CMP arch. There is a 32-inch
vertical drop from the outfall of the CMP culvert to the flowline of Jones Creek. The outfall
appears stable with large boulders.
In addition, some stream banks visible from the road lacked riparian vegetation.
Based on observations within the project reach, from Callahan Ranch Road this section of
Jones Creek is considered to have a PFC rating of non-functional because of severe channel
incision, eroding banks, lack of riparian vegetation, presence of noxious weeds, and
disconnection of the channel and floodplain.
Field observations are presented in Appendix A, Figure 3. Representative photos are
located in Appendix C, and the photo locations are depicted on Appendix A, Figure 4.
Due to a lack of access, a desktop review was conducted and is presented below.
Desktop Review
A high-level desktop review of available aerial imagery was competed due to the lack of
access during the 2022 site visit. The 2022 project reach is located completely within
private property. The desktop review complements field observations that were made from
public right-of-way and previously completed assessments.
Significant lateral migration of Jones Creek can be seen within the aerial imagery historical
record. Four snapshots taken from Google Earth above the confluence with Galena Creek
show the channel evolution from June 2016 to November 2018, see below. The largest
change can be seen on the below images between the June 2018 and November 2018
dates. On July 20, 2018, 1.29 inches of precipitation was recorded at the Reno-Tahoe
Airport. This was the largest event recorded between June 2018 and November 2018.
Looking at one section of bank (indicated within the red oval on the November 2018 image)
approximately 150 square feet of bank was eroded and assuming a bank height of 5 to 7
feet, a range based on previous tributary assessments, between 30 to 40 cubic yards of
sediment were potentially pushed through the downstream tributaries.
No headcuts were documented during the previous 2015 tributary assessment. These
observations suggest the reach is vertically stable from the confluence of Galena Creek to
Callahan Ranch Road. However, during large events lateral migration of the channel and
widening of the new lower floodplain occurs. It is expected that these changes will persist
until an adequately sized accessible lower floodplain is established within the incised
channel. The channel has become disconnected from the historic floodplain and will continue
to form a new lower floodplain within the channel. Future peak flows and large precipitation
events will continue to shape this channel and new lower floodplain.
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The area of bank failure is
approximately 150 square feet.
Assuming 5-6 feet banks, this
single area potentially contributed
27-33 cubic yards of sediment to
the downstream tributaries.
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PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the field work and desktop review accomplished for the 2022 project reach
assessment, below are preliminary recommendations to stabilize this portion of Jones
Creek. Specifically, these preliminary recommendations have the potential to reduce creek
velocities and lateral migration of the channel as well as reducing erosion and downstream
sediment loading. These preliminary recommendations are also depicted on Appendix A,
Figure 5:
•
•

Establish riparian vegetation on unvegetated banks and within the newly formed
lower floodplain
Alternatively, existing banks could be regraded and the channel widened prior to
establishing vegetation within the reach

Any improvements along the channel would require coordination with the 13 private
property owners.
Table 2 presents a concept level cost estimate for each of the preliminary
recommendations. These concept-level costs were prepared using professional engineering
judgement and GIS to estimate quantities.
Table 2. Concept Level Cost Estimate
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE
Item
Base Item
Revegetate Lower Floodplain Meanders (Riparian)

Unit

Quantity

LF

1,700

Unit Cost
$10.00

SUBTOTAL
Alternative 1 - Regrade Cut Banks & Revegetate
Grading (Regrade Vertical Banks)
Slope Stabilization & Revegetation Outside of
Floodplain (Upland)
SUBTOTAL
Totals
SUBTOTAL
General Conditions (e.g.,
Mobilization/Demobilization/Other)
Construction Contingency
Price Contingency / Inflation
Construction Subtotal
Technical Studies, Planning, Design, Permitting, CM

Total
$17,000.00
$17,000.00

CY

5,700

$25.00

$142,500.00

SY

6,200

$15.00

$93,000.00
$235,500.00

Base Items
$17,000.00

Base + Alt 1
$235,500.00

15%

$2,600.00

$35,400.00

30%
25%
30%

$5,100.00
$4,300.00
$29,000.00
$8,700.00

$70,700.00
$58,900.00
$400,500.00
$120,200.00

PROJECT TOTAL

$37,700.00

$520,700.00

Notes:
CY = Cubic Yard, LF = Linear Feet, SY = Square Yard
Alt 1 Assumptions: Riparian vegetation will occur within existing channel along the outside edge of meanders
Alt 2 Assumptions: Grading quantity assume average channel incision of 5.5-ft and target side slope of 3:1 for both left and
right bank
A project reach of 1,700-ft was used for estimating quantities
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Assume riparian planting areas does not require import of materials such as large cobble / rocks

The 2020 Plan provides the process and framework to propose projects to the Nevada
Division of Environmental Protection for 319(h) funding. To support the 319(h) application,
a Tributary Project Template was developed (Appendix C of the 2020 Plan) and is further
explained in Section 8.0 of the 2020 Plan. This memorandum will support the Washoe
County’s development of a project for 319(h) funding and support completion of the
Tributary Project Template. To find out more information on 319(h) funding please also see
NDEP's 319(h) webpage (https://ndep.nv.gov/water/rivers-streams-lakes/nonpoint-sourcepollution-management-program/cwa-319h-grants).
Appendix A:
•

Figure 1: Project Reach Overview

•

Figure 2: Historic Observations (2015)

•

Figure 3: Field Observations (2022)

•

Figure 4: Photo Locations

•

Figure 5: Improvement Concepts

Appendix B: Tributary Project list
Appendix C: Representative Photographs

Appendix A
FIGURE 1: PROJECT REACH OVERVIEW
FIGURE 2: HISTORIC OBSERVATIONS (2015)
FIGURE 3: FIELD OBSERVATIONS (2022)
FIGURE 4: PHOTO LOCATIONS
FIGURE 5: IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS
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Thistle
(Knapweed,
Curley Dock)

&
3

Channel incised 5-7
ft. downstream of Callahan
Ranch Rd. Significant bank
cutting observed on South
bank where slope is
unprotected. Scattered
willows are taking root in
channel bottom. (2015)

&
3

Upstream of Callahan Ranch Rd
floodplain is weedy with knapweed,
dock, and thistle. Outfall under
Chatelaine Circle is stable
with minor sedimentation observed.
Channel alignment follows Callahan
Ranch Rd and is armored with
rock. Banks and floodplain are weedy.
Culvert inlets are stable
and functional. (2015)

Confluence with Jones Creek.
Channel is incised ~5 ft.
with bank failures and
meadow grasses slumping
into channel. GPS coordinates
taken at confluence
point which may be receding.
Lower floodplain is vegetated
with riparian species. (2015)

Confluence with Galena
Creek. Channel is approximately 30
ft. wide at confluence
with steep eroding banks. Channel
upstream is severely
incised (approximately 5 ft.) and
widening due to bank failures.
Sinuosity is low and not in
balance with setting. Small stands
of tall whitetop observed. (2015)
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incised from confluence
to Callahan Ranch Rd. (2015)
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Two culverts cross under Callahan Ranch
Road (38-in by 54-in CMP Arch culvert and
36-in RCP culvert). There is approximately
a 32-in drop from the outlet of the to the
downstream channel. The outfall is stable
with large boulders.

!
A

Some segments within
the reach lack vegation
as can be observed from
the road and imagery.

!
A
!
A

Jones Creek is incised
downstream of Callahan
Ranch Road with bank up
to 5-ft near the
culvert outfalls. The channel
appears to be incised between
5 and 6-ft as previously
documented.
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As can be observed from the road and imagery,
the creek continues to erode downstream outer
banks on meanders; likely contributing sediment
to Galena Creek and Steamboat Creek. Lateral
migration will likely continue until new floodplain
and riparian vegetation are able to be established.
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Photo 1
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Appendix B
TRIBUTARY PROJECT LIST
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Appendix B - Status of Tributary Projects (Each of the projects contained in the table must be further developed if they are to be submitted
for 319(h) funding)

Project
Count

Entity

Creek

1

City of
Reno

Chalk

2

City of
Reno

Chalk

Approximate
Location

Water Quality
Issue

Saphire Ridge Soils and
Way to West hydromodification
7th Street
has caused severe
bank incision,
resulting in
erosion and
sediment loading.

Proposed
Management
Measures

Restore and
stabilize channel
through erosion
and grade control
measures.

Comments

Status
Status of
Date
(Proposed,
319(h) Funding
Submitted
Drafted,
(TBD,
to NDEP
Submitted,
Submitted,
319(h)
Approved for
Accepted,
funding
Funding,
Denied)
Constructed)

This is City
TBD
property. The
erosion blanket in
place has failed
and there is an
alternative intake
upstream of
TMWA Chalk
Bluff.
Valleywood to This is a
Remove white
This is City
TBD
Mae Ann
vegetation project top and restore property. There is
with a section
vegetation. A
an alternative
devoid of
stormwater basin intake upstream
vegetation and
may need to be of TMWA Chalk
subject to
created. Bank
Bluff.
erosion.
stabilization near
multiuse path
may be needed.
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2020 Watershed Management and Protection
Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River

TBD

Drafted

TBD

Proposed

Appendix B - Status of Tributary Projects (Each of the projects contained in the table must be further developed if they are to be submitted
for 319(h) funding)

Project
Count

Entity

Creek

Approximate
Location

Water Quality
Issue

3

City of
Reno

Alum

Within
Caughlin
Ranch HOA
Property

Persistent severe
incision/erosion is
present and lawn
landscaping has
effected the
stream channel.

4

City of
Reno

Alum

Chrissie
Flooding
Caughlin Park contributes
sediment load
from upstream
and causes
erosion though
the park. There is
a direct
connection to
Truckee River
immediately
downstream.

Proposed
Management
Measures

Comments

Status
Status of
Date
(Proposed,
319(h) Funding
Submitted
Drafted,
(TBD,
to NDEP
Submitted,
Submitted,
319(h)
Approved for
Accepted,
funding
Funding,
Denied)
Constructed)

Restore channel
and establish
grade controls
may be needed.

Most of the
TBD
restoration is
located on a
anHOA property.
There is potential
for a partnership
with Nevada Land
Trust.

TBD

Proposed

Provide sediment
capture and
stormwater
treatment on City
property with the
use of a
constructed
wetland or
stormwater basin.

One limitation is TBD
that this project
likely requires
projects to
address upstream
reaches of Alum
Creek before
addressing this
location.

TBD

Proposed
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Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River

Appendix B - Status of Tributary Projects (Each of the projects contained in the table must be further developed if they are to be submitted
for 319(h) funding)

Project
Count

Entity

Creek

Approximate
Location

Water Quality
Issue

Proposed
Management
Measures

5

City of
Reno

Weed
Areas
Mitigatio identified in
n
assessments

Areas of invasive
weeds maybe due
to reduction of
native materials
and therefore
erosion concern
and herbicide use.

6

City of
Reno

MS4
Outlet
Erosion
Mitigatio
n Project

Erosion is present Rip rap or energy
at the end of the dissipation at
pipe where the
multiple outfalls.
storm drain
discharges into
each respective
tributary.

Multiple
locations as
identified in
assessments

Chanel
restoration by
stabilization
materials or
revegetation.
Volunteer based
weed abatement.
Adopt a section.

2020 Watershed Management and Protection
Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River
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Comments

Status
Status of
Date
(Proposed,
319(h) Funding
Submitted
Drafted,
(TBD,
to NDEP
Submitted,
Submitted,
319(h)
Approved for
Accepted,
funding
Funding,
Denied)
Constructed)

Potential to
TBD
engage
community and
partners in
community wide
effort. Possibilities
include weeding
day, adopt a
reach, and
restoration
projects.

TBD

Proposed

This could be a
lumped contract
with several
locations
identified for
correction.

TBD

Proposed

TBD

Appendix B - Status of Tributary Projects (Each of the projects contained in the table must be further developed if they are to be submitted
for 319(h) funding)

Project
Count

Entity

Creek

Approximate
Location

Water Quality
Issue

Proposed
Management
Measures

Comments

7

City of
Sparks

North
Spanish
Truckee Springs Dam
Drain
to I-80 box
culvert

High flow events
have caused
erosion and
sediment loading
throughout the
tributary.

Erosion and
This would be a
sediment control multiphase
improvements
project.
are needed as
well as a
reestablishment
of the flowline.

8

City of
Sparks

North
Spanish
Truckee Springs Dam
Drain
to I-80 box
culvert

Invasive weeds
and vegetation
are present
throughout the
tributary.

Weed and
vegetation
abatement, as
well as channel
stabilization are
needed.

2020 Watershed Management and Protection
Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River
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Status
Status of
Date
(Proposed,
319(h) Funding
Submitted
Drafted,
(TBD,
to NDEP
Submitted,
Submitted,
319(h)
Approved for
Accepted,
funding
Funding,
Denied)
Constructed)
TBD

TBD

Proposed

This would be a
TBD
multiphase
project. There is
an opportunity for
public outreach
regarding water
quality and
education about
the tributary and
river system.

TBD

Drafted

Appendix B - Status of Tributary Projects (Each of the projects contained in the table must be further developed if they are to be submitted
for 319(h) funding)

Project
Count

Entity

Creek

9

City of
Sparks

10

Washoe South
County Evans

Approximate
Location

Water Quality
Issue

North
Baring Drive to Sediment and
Truckee Lillard Drive
debris impacts
Drain
from storm drain
outfalls are
located
throughout high
density residential
areas.

Through
Anderson
Park, Del
Monte Lane to
Bonde Lane

Historical
hydromodification
causes frequent
flooding, resulting
in erosion and
sediment loading.

Proposed
Management
Measures

Comments

Status
Status of
Date
(Proposed,
319(h) Funding
Submitted
Drafted,
(TBD,
to NDEP
Submitted,
Submitted,
319(h)
Approved for
Accepted,
funding
Funding,
Denied)
Constructed)

Stormwater
treatment devices
should be
installed at major
outfalls.

Project would
TBD
include
establishing a
maintenance
schedule to
inspect and clean
the treatment
vaults periodically
and before storm
events.

TBD

Proposed

Restore channel
and floodplain
through park
setting.

The downstream
reach was
previously
restored. Water
rights and
diversions from
the creek could
pose potential
challenge to this
project.

TBD

Proposed

2020 Watershed Management and Protection
Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River
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TBD

Appendix B - Status of Tributary Projects (Each of the projects contained in the table must be further developed if they are to be submitted
for 319(h) funding)

Project
Count

Entity

Creek

Approximate
Location

Water Quality
Issue

Proposed
Management
Measures

11

Washoe Galena
County

Lower Reach –
I-580 bridge to
Steamboat
Creek

Erosion,
Restore reach,
undercutting,
channel and
noxious weeds,
floodplain.
hydromodification
, and sediment
loading are
present along the
project site.

12

Washoe Jones
County

Callahan
Persistent severe A restoration of
Ranch Road to incision/erosion the channel and
Galena Creek are present.
an establishment
of grade controls
are likely needed.

2020 Watershed Management and Protection
Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River
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Comments

Status
Status of
Date
(Proposed,
319(h) Funding
Submitted
Drafted,
(TBD,
to NDEP
Submitted,
Submitted,
319(h)
Approved for
Accepted,
funding
Funding,
Denied)
Constructed)

There are
opportunities for
a public/private
partnership. This
is likely a large,
multiphase
project.

TBD

TBD

Proposed

There are
opportunities for
a public/private
partnership.

TBD

TBD

Proposed

Appendix B - Status of Tributary Projects (Each of the projects contained in the table must be further developed if they are to be submitted
for 319(h) funding)

Project
Count

13

Entity

Creek

Washoe Alum
County

Approximate
Location

Water Quality
Issue

Through Betsy Flooding
Caughlin
contributes
Donnelly Park sediment loading
from upstream
and causes
erosion through
the park. There is
also a direct
connection to
Truckee River
immediately
downstream.

Proposed
Management
Measures

Controlling
upstream
sediment and
restoring the
channel and
floodplain
through the park
setting are likely
needed.

Comments

It is likely that the TBD
upstream reaches
of Alum Creek
need to be
addresed before
addressing this
location.
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2020 Watershed Management and Protection
Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River

Status
Status of
Date
(Proposed,
319(h) Funding
Submitted
Drafted,
(TBD,
to NDEP
Submitted,
Submitted,
319(h)
Approved for
Accepted,
funding
Funding,
Denied)
Constructed)
TBD

Proposed

AppendixB - Status of Tributary Projects (Each of the projects contained in the table must be further developed if they are to be submitted
for 319(h) funding)

Project
Count

14

Entity

Creek

Washoe Whites
County

Approximate
Location

Timberline
Drive to
Legend Trail

Water Quality
Issue

High flows cause
erosion and
sediment loading
in multiple
tributary
drainages to
Whites Creek.

Proposed
Management
Measures

Erosion and
sediment control
and drainage
improvements
are likely needed.
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2020 Watershed Management and Protection
Plan for Tributaries to the Truckee River

Comments

Status
Status of
Date
(Proposed,
319(h) Funding
Submitted
Drafted,
(TBD,
to NDEP
Submitted,
Submitted,
319(h)
Approved for
Accepted,
funding
Funding,
Denied)
Constructed)

Continuing
TBD
development in
this area will likely
exacerbate issues.
Sediment loading
may also have
impacts on a new
TMWA treatment
plant on Whites
Creek.

TBD

Proposed

Appendix C
REPRESENTATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS
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APPENDIX C – REPRESENTATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 1. Upstream of Callahan Ranch Road, Jones Creek runs parallel to the road. The channel is lined
with large cobble and check dams are present.

Photo 2. A 38-inch by 54-inch arch corrugated metal pipe (CMP) and 36-inch concrete culvert convey flow
under Callahan Ranch Road. The CMP culvert inverts are set below the concrete culvert and convey low
flows.
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APPENDIX C – REPRESENTATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 3. Looking downstream from Callahan Ranch Road. Willows are present on the left bank. The right
bank is eroding and is approximately 5-feet tall.
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